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C-30 Marblemaster is a two-part methacrylate, super 
flexible, dripless/non-sag, low shrink, low exotherm, 
ultra violet light stable, non-yellowing hard surfacing 
adhesive designed for the nearly seamless bonding 
of Porcelain, sintered stone, glass, engineered stone, 
marble and quartz, and natural stone products. 
Combined at a ratio of 10:1 (10 parts resin, one-
part activator), C-30 has a working time of 10 to 15 
minutes, with a 5 to 10 minute De-Roping Time, and 
achieve nearly 90 percent of its ultimate strength in 
45 to 60 minutes at room temperature curing. 

C-30 offers a combination of high strength, stiffness, 
and toughness as well as the ability to bond very 
strongly to a wide variety of hard surface or inorganic 
materials. When combined with the proper use of 
ChemSet's ProBond surface cleaner/activator, C-30 
provides high strength bonds to virtually any stone, 
engineered stone or quartz or granite products, 
including porcelain, sintered stone, and glass. 
With the use of ProBond, stone fabricators can 
bond successfully to wet stone, although bonding 
underwater is not permitted or recommended. 

Market price: $25.00 ea.
Rockhead Price: $22.50 ea.
Free freight @ 20+ pcs.

Chem-Set C30 Marblemaster “Dripless” 
Seaming Adhesives 250ml 
Part # = CCA-C30-XXXX-250 (XXX=color #)

Rodmaster 6600 is a high performance two part 
methacrylate adhesive engineered for rodding 
natural stone. It offers outstanding bond strength, 
is extremely durable, with excellent impact and 
weathering properties. Rodmaster 6600 greatly 
increases the durability of rodded stone, improving 
the stone's load capacity up to five times compared 
to polyesters and other adhesives.The dual cartridge 
application saves time and labor eliminating hand 
mixing and waste. It is also suitable for bonding sink 
clips and many other applications.

Market Price:  $26.00
Rockhead Price: $22.00 ea. 

Rodmaster 6600  400ml
Part # = CCA6600X-400F
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This easy to use repair kit has become an industry 
standard product for filling chips, gouges, and deep 
scratches on a variety of surfaces. This kit includes the 
CA5 thin, and CA2400 thick repair compounds along 
with the QT2 accelerator for instantaneous curing. 

Market Price: $21 ea.
Rockhead Price $16.50 ea.

Rockhead Stone Repair Kits
Part # = CCA800-RH

Ideal for fabricating countertops, bathroom vanities, 
wall panels, and other surfaces, C19 produces tough, 
virtually invisible bonds on a variety of surfacing 
materials including cast polymers, acrylics, polyester 
blends, engineered quartz, and natural stone.
Available in multitude colors, C19 Seaming Adhesives 
coordinate with all major domestic and international 
brands of surfacing; both acrylic and polyester. They 
can also be custom tinted. Depending on the color, 
they cure to either an opaque or translucent finish.
Supplied in convenient cartridges, C19 is mixed in a 
10:1 ratio with static nozzles that eliminate premixing, 
pot-life concerns, cleanup, and waste. Adhesives are 
UV-stable, Greenguard certified and all ingredients 
are European EINECS-compliant. They are 100% 
reactive and contain no solvents.

Market price: $25.00 ea.
Rockhead Price: $17.75 ea.
Free freight @ 20+ pcs.

Chem-Set C19 Seaming Adhesives 250ml 
Part # = CCA-C19-PXXXX-SC/MC 
(XXXX=color #)
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The Stone Tac is a next generation aerosol 
accelerator developed specifically for stone repair. 
Unlike other general-purpose accelerators which can 
cause discoloration, this product was formulated to 
reduce or eliminate the occurrence of “green bloom” 
or “blossom” that occurs on certain types of stone. 
Compatible with the CA5, CA100, and the CA2400 
repair compounds, the Stone Tac offers a safer more 
user-friendly repair system for any workforce.

Market Price: $19.23 ea.
Rockhead Price $15.84 ea.

Stone Tac Aerosol Accelerator 6 oz
Part # = CCA-STAC-6OZ

The Chem-Set Keep-Nut by Special insert is a 
self-anchoring insert designed for anchoring natural 
stone, quartz and solid surface. The Keep-Nut by 
Special insert is ideal for use on undermount sinks 
and countertops, stone surfaces as well as vertical 
panels, shower/fireplace surrounds, ventilated 
facades, wall-coverings, décor and interiors, furniture, 
and much more. This revolutionary blind anchor 
requires a drilling depth of only ¼” (6.5mm) and 
provides pull out strength of 560 lbs. per anchor in 
granite!

Market price: $160.00 ea. 
Rockhead Price: $115.00 ea. 

Keep-nut Sink Anchor bag of 100
Part # = CCH-KN-2S-1/4-100PK
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Post for Keep-nuts

Rockhead Price: $10.00 ea. 

1-1/4" stud, wing-nut bag of 100 
Part # = CCH-KNPK-1-1/4-100

Our sink clips are currently available in two designs, 
the Z-shape and the C-shape for ultimate flexibility 
in mounting sinks of all types.  Both clips offer large 
mounting holes for adjustability. Made proudly in the 
USA

Market Price: $ 41.00 ea.
Rockhead Price: $20.00 ea.

Sink Clips (USA made) bag of 100
Part # = Z Shape =CCH732G, C 
Shape = CCH733G 
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(Includes perforated glue-on sink stud, wingnut, and 
sink clip) These glue on fasteners are a great solution 
for mounting sinks on solid surface, quartz and even 
natural stone. No drilling required. Fast application 
offers many process benefits. Beware imitators, 
our original “No Drill” fasteners are much better 
constructed than similar products on the market 
today. For best results use with Chem-set 633, 605 or 
Rodmaster adhesive. 

Market Price: $98.00 per bag 100 
Rockhead Price: $78.00 per bag 100 

Glue-on Sink Fastener Set bag of 100 
Part # = CCH755K

CounterBalance support brackets for cabinetry, bar 
tops, floating shelves and workstations are designed 
to give you an invisible, modern and sleek look to 
perfect any extended countertop overhang. Naked 
to the eye, our line of countertop overhang support 
brackets are highly regarded in the industry and can 
be in your warehouse as soon as tomorrow. 

Market Price: Varies by style
Last Column Pricing on any 
quantity for all bracket types

CounterBalance Support Brackets 
Part # = Various (CCH-CBXXXX)
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Dry Treat impregnating sealer technology is different.

The special penetrating sealer molecules are 
hundreds of times smaller than competitor stone 
sealers and penetrate much deeper into the pore 
structure, even dense natural stones like granite. 
Inside the pores our special sealing molecules 
bond permanently by chemical reactions, creating a 
substantial, deep oil and water-repellent barrier.
The deeper Dry-Treat barrier, not only provides great 
surface stain protection, but also protection against 
more serious common types of damage cause by 
water ingress (penetration), including efflorescence, 
salt spalling, freeze-thaw spalling, and picture 
framing.

Market Price: Varies by style
Last Column Pricing on any quantity  
for all Dry Treat products

Dry Treat Sealers & Cleaners  
Part # = Various (DRYXXXXX)

10.3 oz crt. White or Clear - Permanently flexible high 
strength "Eco" sealant is 2-3x the strength of silicone, 
with better adhesion to many materials. No odor, no 
VOC, and high "green strength" for fast assembly.

Market Price: $8.42 ea.
Rockhead Price: $6.42 ea. 

MS35 Substrate Adhesive 
Part # =CCS-MS35-WT-10OZ
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Protect your finished surfaces from plumbers, 
electricians and other contractors on the job site. This 
adhesive-backed film is ideal for natural stone and 
quartz. 

Market Price: $77.69 ea.
Rockhead Price $62.00 a roll

Counter top Protection Film Clear 24" x 600' 
Part # = PRES30L40

Protect your finished surfaces from plumbers, 
electricians and other contractors on the job site. 
This adhesive-backed paper is intended specifically 
for solid surface and will not mar the finish or leave a 
residue on these surfaces. 

Market Price: $80.54 ea.
Rockhead Price: $68.00 a roll

Solid Surface Protection Paper 24" x 300' 
Part # = PRES7186
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High Quality Economical Painters Tape, ideal for 
painting, caulking, gluing, bundling, and marking. 

3/4" x 60 yds - 64 per case 
Part # = CCT-P621-3/4
Market Price: $103 per case ($1.62 per roll)
Rockhead Price: $89.36 per case ($1.40 per roll)

1" x 60 yds - 48 per case 
Part # = CCT-P621-1
Market Price: $103 per case ($2.15 per roll)
Rockhead Price:$89.36 per case ($1.86 per roll)

1 1/2" x 60 yds - 32 per case 
Part # = CCT-P621-1-1/2
Market Price: $103 per case ($3.22 ea. per roll)
Rockhead Price:$89.36 per case ($2.79 per roll)

2" x 60 yds - 24 per case 
Part # = CCT-P621-2
Market Price: $103 per case ($4.29 ea. per roll) 
Rockhead Price: $89.36 per case ($3.72 per roll)

Chem Set Blue Painters Tape

This polyethylene tape is used for miter applications 
in conjunction with or in place of miter clamps to 
create tight joints. This 7 mil tape has high tensile 
strength allowing the stone to be pulled in place and 
comes off clean.

2" x 60 yds - 24 per case
Market Price: $250 per case ($10.42 ea. per roll) 
Rockhead Price:  $201 per case ($8.38 ea. per roll) 

Chem-Set P74 2" Miter Tape - CCT-P74-2C
Chem-set P74 Poly Film Tape - Clear 2" x 60 
YD for Miter folding


